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"At what point then is the approach of danger to be
expected? I answer, if it ever reach us, it must spring
up amongst us. It cannot come from abroad. If
destruction be our lot, we must ourselves be its
author and finisher. As a nation of freemen, we must
live through all time, or die by suicide." 

In a January 1838 speech to a group in Springfield,
Illinois, Lincoln stated: 
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Gratitude is the secret ingredient that transforms a meal into a
feast, a house into a home, and a day into a Happy

Thanksgiving. May your heart be as full as your plate, and may
the warmth of gratitude light up your every moment. Wishing

you a bountiful and joyous Thanksgiving celebration!
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 All Americans MUST read!
This story is amazing and one
every American must know.
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 Important and great article on
Patrick Byrne.

Everybody needs to read this.
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A Riveting Read: Capitol Times
Magazine Unveils the Truth about

the Deep State

David Colbert

It reveals shocking details about our intelligence
agencies, our election system, and how our intelligence

community seeks successful and powerful resources
from the private sector to help them achieve

objectives. America is in peril from foreign enemies and
we must peacefully unite if we want to save our

country. Time is running short for us to be successful.
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Editor-in-Chief
Anil Anwar

In Issue 4 of Capitol Times Magazine, we delve into the heart of a crucial
matter that has gripped the nation's attention—the 2020 elections. Our
exclusive interview with Former Colorado Mesa County Clerk, Tina Peters,
brings forth shocking revelations. 

Tina Peters, a key figure in the electoral process, provides insights and
information that challenge preconceived notions and shed light on aspects
of the 2020 elections that demand further scrutiny. 

Editor’s
Note

Our aim with this interview is not to draw premature conclusions, but rather to
facilitate a deeper understanding of the complexities surrounding the electoral
process. Capitol Times Magazine remains dedicated to the principles of
journalistic integrity, providing our readers with thought-provoking content that
encourages critical thinking and informed discourse.

We encourage you to not only absorb the information presented but also to
analyze and think critically. 

Tina Peters brings forward shocking revelations, supported by evidence that we
have meticulously included in our magazine. Additionally, readers can access
further materials and reports on her official website, tinapeters.us .



As we navigate the complex landscape of election integrity, it is essential to
approach this subject matter with a critical and open mind. The interview with
Tina Peters is an opportunity for our readers to gain insights into her perspective
and the issues she raises. We encourage thoughtful consideration of the
information presented, acknowledging the importance of robust dialogue in the
pursuit of a fair and transparent democratic process.

In light of Tina Peters' comprehensive presentation of evidence, what is in the
Election Reports that proves Election Fraud? Tina Peters, Colorado Whistleblower,
shares the Forensic Reports www.tinapeters.us/reports/

It prompts a crucial question for every American citizen: If these Election
Reports that prove Election Fraud are indeed proven true, what do you believe
should be your demand from the government? This is a moment to engage in
critical thinking and consider the implications for accountability, transparency,
and the principles that underpin American democracy.

Thank you for your continued trust in Capitol Times Magazine as we navigate the
ever-evolving landscape of news and information.



editor@capitoltimesmeidia.com

www.capitoltimesmedia.com
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TINA PETERS
 Former County Clerk of Mesa County, Colorado

Ladies and gentlemen, esteemed readers, and political enthusiasts, welcome to this exclusive interview featuring a prominent figure in
American politics. Today, we are privileged to have with us Tina Peters, a distinguished personality who has left an indelible mark on
the political landscape. Formerly serving as the County Clerk of Mesa County, Colorado, Tina Peters has transitioned into a prominent
role within the Republican Party, where her influence and dedication continue to shape the future of the nation.

In this intriguing conversation, we will delve deep into the events surrounding the 2020 elections, seeking to uncover the truth behind
the political landscape of that pivotal year. With her wealth of experience and insider perspective, join us as we embark on a journey to
unravel the 2020 elections, guided by the expertise and candid perspective of Tina Peters, a high-profile politician with a passion for
truth and transparency.

EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW WITH

Unraveling the Hidden
Truths of the 2020 Elections
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ANIL:  Tina, as a Gold Star mom and cancer survivor, what
gave you the strength and determination to stand up against the
irregularities you witnessed in the Mesa County 2020 elections?

TINA PETERS: My strength comes from God. There is no other
way to explain overcoming the many obstacles in my life. As a
child, I remember at 4 when my father left my mother, I would lay
my head in her lap many times in church services she attended
faithfully. My Mom, besides God and the Lord Jesus, is my biggest
fan and supporter. Throughout all the trials I have been through,
she has been faithful. She celebrated her 95th birthday this year
and is still vibrant, healthy and active. I have had to caution her
though, don’t believe what the mainstream media says about me
and trust God’s plan. I believe we are all born to be here in this
very special time in history and consistently telling my audiences
on my shows to seek God for what your part is during these last
days. Do what God has sent you here to do.

ANIL:  Your extensive background in overseeing elections, what
was it specifically about the 2020 Presidential and 2021 Grand
Junction Municipal elections that raised immediate red flags for
you?

TINA PETERS: Having conducted 7 elections and the first
Presidential primary in 20 years, I truly felt that I and my election
staff had done a good job during the 2020 and 2021 elections. I
did feel that there appeared to be anomalies in other states but
truly never expected there was malfeasance going on in our
western slope town in Colorado. 

It was the people, the people who elected me, the people that I
served that kept bringing me their concerns. My quest to answer
their questions and the shock over the outcome in our county of
the 2021 municipal election results, caused me to take a closer
look.

ANIL: Could you provide some more details on these
"newcomer progressives"? How does their surprise win
contrast with the general sentiments of Mesa County voters?

TINA PETERS: Mesa County traditionally has always been a very
conservative town as well as the whole western slope of Colorado.
Since becoming the elected Clerk, our ratio of Republicans to
Democrats was sixty-five percent to thirty-five percent
respectively. When I pulled the election results at 7 PM that
evening April 6, 2021, I literally got sick to my stomach. I "knew"
there was something not right. The conservative candidates had
worked so hard, were so visible in the campaigns and were well-
loved by the people in Mesa County. The ones who "won", two
were newcomers that no one really knew, I was told they were
backed by our liberal Democrat governor and did not appear to
garner local support. The other just nothing special that would
compel voters to vote for him. But miraculously they all won and
the favoured, harder working candidates lost.

Tina Peters Mug Shot
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ANIL: What were your initial thoughts and concerns when
Soros-funded Jena Griswold and Dominion Voting Services
introduced the "Trusted Build" operation?

TINA PETERS: Less than a month, the suspicions continued to
grow when I was told by the Secretary of State (SOS) Jena
Griswold’s office as well as a representative for Dominion Voting
Systems (DVS) that this “Trusted Build” they were forcing each
county to allow them to perform on their election equipment, was
going to wipe out election files which by federal and state statute
the Clerks are required to preserve for twenty-two and twenty-five
months respectively. I had no idea the extent, but I knew the QR
code program they specifically said would be erased six months
after the 2020 General election and one month after the Municipal
election were a concern to me. I knew if I was asked by the citizens
to perform an audit of the elections there would no longer be the
program on my equipment to “read” the ballots printed from the
electronic voting touch pads called ICX. (ref. J. Alex Halderman
report Curling V Raffensberger case) 

J. Alex Halderman case- This is the case in Georgia Curling V      
Raffensberger where the expert witness Democrat professor J. Alex
Halderman’s testimony was so revealing to the lack of security of
the machines used in elections that the judge sealed it until this
year, keeping that vital information from the public.

ANIL: In your role as Clerk, you are legally required to preserve
election records for specific periods. How did you feel when
outside entities tried to interfere with that responsibility?

TINA PETERS: As the elected Clerk and Recorder, my obligation
and sworn oath is to the Constitution of the State of Colorado, the
Constitution of the United States and the people who elected me. I
put my hand on the Bible and swore to uphold that oath. When
Jena Griswold's representatives from the secretary of state's (SOS)
office and a vendor vehemently objected to my having observers in
the office during their Trusted Build, this furthered my suspicions
that something nefarious was taking place and I had a duty to
preserve and protect what by law was my responsibility.

ANIL: What was your primary reason for taking the
initiative to have the Election Management Server (EMS)
imaged before and after the “Trusted Build” operation?

TINA PETERS: My primary reason for legally having the
Election Management System (EMS) imaged was to preserve
the QR code program specifically. A forensic image is legal as
it is just a “snapshot” like a picture of what the server was
before and the second image after the Trusted Build,
effectively preserving the contents of the system should you
lose data. There is no personal identifying information (PII)
that would compromise a voter’s identity. Instead, it is much
like a backup you would do on your own devices, whether a
computer or cell phone just in case something was
inadvertently deleted. The second image that was done would
show the difference when compared to the first and that is
what the bad actors have come to most fear- the result of the
actions May 25-26 when they “installed the Trusted Build”
which effectively deleted 29,000 election access, audit, and
adjudication files, proved there were 36 prohibited wireless
devices and software with the ability to flip votes very easily
with no safeguard for prevention of outside sources doing so.
(refer to Mesa Reports 1,2 and 3 at TinaPeters.us)

On the same night her father passed away, Tina Peters
found herself in jail, facing a $500,000 cash bond.
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ANIL: You effectively became a government whistleblower after
revealing the findings during the “Cyber Symposium”. What
drove you to take this courageous step and what were your
primary concerns at that point?

TINA PETERS: Becoming a government whistleblower never
entered my mind when I took the steps to preserve my citizens'
election records and programs. I remember asking the qualified
computer expert who preserved the images. “I will be able to
reinstall that QR program, if needed, right?” He affirmed that I
would.

It was a weird “God moment” in my office when my Chief Deputy
and I were standing there before all was revealed. I remember
saying that I had no idea why I was saying this but that this was
going to be big. And then I said to her, I have no idea why I just
said that. It was like a foretelling beyond my understanding. That
was way before anything was known. But God knew and I felt that
day like I’ve felt before in my life that this was His plan and He
had put me there as Clerk not just to “fix” the 3 ½ hour Motor
Vehicle dept. wait times but for “such a time as this.” It turned
out to be an Esther moment for those that know the Bible. I had
no concerns. I say this often “what God calls you to, He’ll see you
through”.

ANIL: How do you perceive the subsequent actions by
Colorado’s Secretary of State, Mesa County’s District Attorney,
and local authorities against you? Were you expecting such a
response when you decided to stand up for transparency?

TINA PETERS: The obvious panic that went through Jena
Griswold and her office and the DA Dan Rubenstein and local and
apparently federal authorities was swift and immediate. I’ve often
said Griswold’s overreaction is what caused the nation to focus on
the small town of Grand Junction in the county of Mesa County,
Colorado. She would have been smart in my opinion to have kept 

It quiet, so it could have been "swept under the rug" like so
many credible events around the country that have shown
violation of voting integrity. She even admitted in a press
release that the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) said
"there was no threat, because of what I had done, to the State
and Nation's elections". But she has publicly accused me falsely
of a "security breach" among other false statements.

This was NOT during an election, cameras were not required to
be on and she was exceeding her authority going to a judge after
demanding my retraction of a Facebook live where I said, "these
machines need to be more transparent and not be allowed to do
what they are designed to do". When I wouldn't sign her 10-
page demand. The judge by her request kicked me out of my
office on a violation of neglect of duty. One elected official
cannot remove another. The statute is clear, only by a successful
recall by the people who elected me.

People have often asked me, "if you could do it over, would you
have done things differently?" Well, obviously this whole ordeal
has flipped my normal quiet life upside down. But God wanted
it to be that way to catch the attention of the Nation, I believe. I
would have preferred to have had the backup preservation of
records as I had sought. But there was more there than I could
have ever imagined that was revealed that day at the Symposium
and since that time in three verified expert cyber reports Mesa
Reports #1, #2 and #3 found on the TinaPeters.us website.

I had no knowledge that the images would be examined by other
cyber experts, and I would be up on stage that day. I remember
the turmoil of the exposure for all the world to see of the
evidence in real-time of what the bad actors had done by
deleting verified election records. Cautious attorneys were
telling me "you can't go out there (on stage) and Mike Lindell
was telling me "she has to!" This was bigger than I knew.

I had at the last minute agreed to go to the Symposium to
"learn" more about elections and what were concerns. There
were all fifty states represented there that day.

So, imagine my surprise when I was thrust in the spotlight.

I remember the news broke the day before that someone had
leaked the info on the internet.

Mike Lindell was sending his plane to get me. I cancelled my
commercial flight reservation. I had never met Mr. Lindell
before. The DA investigator called me while I was in the airport
waiting to board the plane. They were raiding my office!

Illustrations by Kristian Hammerstad - newyorker.com | Provided by Tina Peters
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ANIL: The narrative touches upon the tragic separation from
your ailing husband. How has this battle for transparency
affected your personal life and relationships?

My Chief Deputy was there. I had to make the decision to go or
stay. At that moment, I felt God’s call to go.

At my office, my chief deputy informed me the SOS reps papered
up the windows so my chief deputy could not see what they were
doing. We had no idea what they were doing in there. The two
county employees they had as “witnesses” were not familiar with
election equipment. I had asked the head of county IT to help me
make the image and to be there when the Trusted Build was
being performed and they denied that request. So, I knew with
Dominion and the SOS in there it was likely a fox in the
henhouse scenario. Which left my office vulnerable and
concerned.

TINA PETERS: On a personal note, I saw my husband August
7th, 2021 before I left for the Cyber Symposium and that was the
last time I would see him for over 2 years.

From the symposium, I was immediately whisked away by
security and flown to a place of safety because of threats on my
life. The first hotel I was in seemed very secure. I had checked in
on a patriot friend’s credit card under her name. One week later,
the hotel room was physically breached, the door plate bent
outward 4 inches. That is when I was moved to another hotel
with 24/7 round the clock armed security.

While I was gone from Mesa County under protection, there was
all kinds of mischief going on. Trumped up charges against my
Chief Deputy to remove her from my office. By statute she is
appointed by me and the Clerk in my absence. The criminals had
to remove her in some way to declare my office “vacant“ in an
effort for the Commissioners to appoint a new Clerk. Human
Resources trumped up a grievance that an employee said that she
had acted unprofessional so they removed her until “an
investigation” could be done. Interviewed every employee in all
five of my divisions of my office trying to get something that
would warrant their actions.

Also, the Commissioners were meeting with CEO Jon Poulos and
others from Dominion Voting Systems (DVS) to negotiate a 6-
year extension to their contract and to bring in new machines
costing, by the county reports, over a million dollars. Three and
a half hours the citizens lined up with only 3 minutes each to
speak pleading, praying, and asking the Commissioners - Janet
Rowland, Cody Davis and Scott McInnis - to please not sign the
DVS contract extension. They ignored the people’s wishes and
did sign that contract that would have expired 2023, effectively
extending it until 2029. I believe that day they effectively sold
out Mesa County and the whole Western Slope of Colorado to
the enemy of free and fair elections. You’ll see them in the full 1-
hour movie Selection Code on TinaPeters.us.

While I was being protected from harm in Texas, I was still
doing work meeting with my managers and chief deputy by video
calls. One of the events I witnessed was an effort by two devoted
and knowledgeable election advocates meeting with the
Commissioners, and other law enforcement and management
officials explain the danger of what was discovered. I could see
the attendees by Video chat- CNN and most notable Merrick
Garland. If there was nothing to hide, why all the interest by
FBI, DOJ, AG and others when no election crime by me had been
committed? Well, that was soon revealed that they all had a lot
to lose. It’s interesting that you can tell a person by if they are
swayed by 3 things: Money, Power, and Position. I was being
stripped of it all.

I delivered Mesa County Report #1 on September 17, 2021 to
the DA and three Commissioners. Nothing was done. Here was
evidence of federal and state crimes and nothing…nada. Instead,
they were all intent on demonizing a 66-year-old Gold Star
mother who lost my Navy SEAL son while I was running for
elected Clerk, elected official, and patriot and citizen with no
criminal past whatsoever.

On November 16, 2021, in a pre-dawn raid, my home and that
of three others was raided by the FBI. At least 10-12 officers
dressed in SWAT gear parading in and out of my house and FBI
and police vehicles all up and down my street in front of my
house. My election manager Sandye’s daughter was forced to
stand outside in her underwear at her house on that cold
morning for all the neighbors to see. The DA knew what this
would mean to a young woman who he had put in prison two
men for sexually assaulting her from the age of 4 years old. He
also later arrested Sandye so that she would spend her birthday
in jail. I never knew evil in ordinary looking people existed like
this.
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Up until that point, I had been married for 35 years to my
former Marine husband and father of my two children. He had
been diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease (PD). I had worked for
6 long years getting him the compensation he deserved as a
Vietnam veteran and 100% disability rating. All that was gone
the day after I was raided by the FBI on Nov 16, and the next
day at the nursing home where I visited and took him out on
meals and outings, they had him sign divorce papers. A man with
dementia in a nursing home! He called me on Facetime as we
often did, usually daily, and told me “Honey, I think I did
something wrong”. I was still reeling from the 6-hour raid the
day before and the emotional toll on me from the FBI making a
big display in front of my house and tossing around my late son’s
effects. 

In our small town, all the elected officials and administrators
know each other. We had a once-a-month “electeds lunch” and
many of the judges and county personnel had been friends for
many years. Here I was the “new kid on the block” demonized
and shunned and for all intents and purposes deemed guilty of
crimes I didn’t commit. The liberal, or should I say libelous,
newspaper political reporter Charles Assby made his living and
saved his paper by writing and printing more than 700
defamatory, above-the-fold, front-page stories to influence
public opinion and any future jury pool in my town.

TINA PETERS: I believe the FBI stole all my devices to try to
build a case against me, to lead them to Mr. Lindell in turn to
lead them to Trump. When the FBI took Mike Lindell’s phone
blocking his exit from a Hardee’s drive-through, they referenced
me. Dr. Doug Frank’s phone as well. Fishing expedition. It’s
always been about the corruption in the highest office. I just
happened upon evidence they did not want the American people
to know-the ability to sway an election through electronic
means.

ANIL: Why do you believe the FBI targeted you and seized your
digital devices without returning them, despite no concrete
evidence against you?

ANIL: Tina, you are facing numerous charges, including
felonies. Can you walk us through your perspective on these
allegations and explain why you believe they are baseless or
politically motivated?"

TINA PETERS: My perspective on the indictment against me is the
traitors of our country need to make me as Commissioner Cody
Davis said on a hot mic, the day they delayed a commissioner's
hearing I attended to get a search warrant, “Sacrificial Lamb”. And
Commissioner Janet Rowland covered the mic and said “she  won’t
want to come back after this!”alluding to the search warrant they
were in the process at that very moment acquiring while they
delayed a commissioner’s hearing that I and a group of citizens were
attending to voice our concerns. One of the bad actors spotted an
iPad in my purse that I was accused of recording an open public,
WebEx, hearing the day before where my chief Deputy Belinda
Knisley was facing her contrived felony charge. The DA, Dan
Rubenstein, stopped that court proceeding and made a big deal
about me “recording” the public court hearing from the audience.
The judge asked me if I was recording, and I said "No, your honor,
this is a work day for me”. So on the next day, after commissioners
delayed the public meeting for 22 minutes in order to keep me there
until they could get a search warrant. The DA’s investigators and
police followed me and five supporters a block away to a coffee shop
and brutally handcuffed and arrested me without an arrest warrant. 

“ I’m still fighting to be able to see
and rescue him and take care of
him properly.”

Many of those boxes I had never opened- pictures of his body
after his tragic death, accident reports and the like. Here was my
husband asking for help, to call our attorneys. I dropped off the
information I had to the attorney. He contacted me and said the
DA had contacted him and left him a voicemail, and that he, the
attorney, would not talk to him until we spoke. The DA told
him that I was “under investigation” and to not help me. The
attorney sent me an email declining to help.  I found out a month
later, a few weeks before my husband and my 35th wedding
anniversary, the paper he had signed was divorce papers which
were quickly granted by the court. Gone, all my rights to take
care of the one I had loved for over 3 decades who desperately
needed me to be his advocate and caregiver. Power given to an
estranged sister in ID who has never come to our town to see him
and a brother in Arkansas who had no physical contact for many
years. They forbade me from seeing him from that point on.

Tina Peters with her husband
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ANIL: Can you shed light on the evidence of election crimes
that you reported?

I was found guilty of two separate misdemeanors: lying to a
judge and obstruction of a government operation. I believe this
was intended to show before my upcoming 10-count felony trial
that I was previously a lawbreaker. After my new attorney had
the iPad in custody examined while kept in a strict chain of
custody, it was shown there was never a recording made, deleted,
or wiped. We are appealing.

The indictment (Read full Indicement on Page 27)
itself was, in my opinion, purposely contrived to
prevent my side from presenting any election fraud
evidence. Instead, it is rife with felony counts of
attempting to influence a public servant (yes, even
the guy sitting there deleting election records), stolen
identity, impersonation, and, get this one, not
obeying the orders of the SOS. All the charges are
baseless and obviously politically motivated. SOS
Griswold has made it very clear whenever
interviewed that she despises President Donald
Trump.

Anyone who goes against the narrative and their “big lie” is
persecuted, ridiculed as an election denier, and worse. I don’t
think they want to kill me anymore, though many do and fear
for my safety. But putting me in prison, I believe, would send a
message of fear to anyone who would ever question their
“results” and the election narrative.

The case in point is the SOS-generated Senate Bill 22-153,
which, among other egregious and unconstitutional laws, makes
it illegal to question the election, mandatory to certify the
results, whether the canvas board agrees, mandatory to use
electronic voting systems, concentrates all the power in the
hands of the SOS, and more. People were calling it the Tina
Peters bill. An obvious reference to making what I did legally
illegal.

TINA PETERS: The extensive, comprehensive forensic analysis
of the Mesa County images clearly shows the proof that our
electronic voting machines are not secure. One only has to read
the executive summaries in each report to see that many crimes
have been committed. Crimes they hope you do not see. To this
day, no one has refuted the evidence. The DA tried using DVS
and SOS operative narratives to try to mask the facts of the
crime. You can read the rebuttal to the DA’s "report" at
TinaPeters.us . You can also see the credentials of the cyber
experts provided in the reports.

When I took report #2 to Commissioner Janet Rowland, she
said "Yeah, but you still haven’t shown us how votes are
flipped”. I went to the cyber experts. I told them to look at the
April 6, 2021, municipal election. “There is where you will find
it”. Sure enough, not only did they find it there but also during
the 2020 presidential election! This has been called the “Rosetta
Stone."

Never before has someone seen inside the voting machines.
Watch the movie. It will explain how there is another database
created that changes the ballot images. We know it’s not the
same ballot image as the original because it is missing the SHA
(secure hashing algorithm) file attached to the original ballot
image. Also, the changed ballots do not go through adjudication
in the same way—like they are different ballot images—they've
been changed.

ANIL: Could you provide insights on the ways the DA
investigator and others have allegedly harassed and
threatened your family members? How has this impacted your
family's well-being and your legal defense?

Brutally handcuffed injury

GOP Commissioners: Scott McInnis, Janet Rowland, Cody Davis.
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District Attorney Dan Rubenstein is the same DA that my
former attorney was representing with 26 pounds of fentanyl
(estimates enough to kill half the U.S.). That drug trafficker got
off on probation, but it seems apparent that this DA, Attorney
General Weiser, SOS, and Merrick Garland want me, an
innocent elected official charged with keeping my oath and
doing my job, to go to prison for the rest of my life.

ANIL: Having endured the abrupt end of your marriage and
the loss of your VA benefits amidst this legal battle, how have
these personal challenges affected your ability to defend
yourself?

TINA PETERS: Those who are corrupt try to wear you down,
expend all your money, and harass your friends, family, co-
workers, and employees. In my case, all of this has been true. The
loss of my husband and being able to care for him, my survivor,
and VA benefits, income, and support show me these people have
no heart and are willing to destroy anyone and anything in their
way. After the Grand Jury indictment, in which many facts were
left out of the jurors knowledge to not allow them to have a
balanced, fair assessment from which to judge, the narrative was
biased against me and against the truth.

One of the prosecution's tactics was to separate me from support
and relationships with others. My bond conditions said that I
could not associate with my best friend and Chief Deputy
Belinda. Also, I have no contact with any of my employees or the
locations of any of my offices. 

I had to get permission to leave the State of Colorado from the
DA, and Governor Polis appointed a judge on my case after I
spoke at a Constitutional Sheriff and Peace Officers convention
in Las Vegas. The judge issued a bond violation, and I was
ordered back to Colorado to turn myself in. During this time, I
ran for Secretary of State to go for the “belly of the beast”.  

I raised more in the last 4 months before the primary than all my
opponents combined, was 62% at the state GOP convention, and
was 47% in the polls the week leading up to the election. Even
the mainstream media knew I was so far ahead that it was
apparent that I would be the winner. 

However, on the day of the election, the cyber experts
monitoring my and others' races saw the theft happening right
before their eyes. In one county, 900 votes were flipped from one
candidate to the other at 11:30 PM. Interestingly, the election
staff had gone home at 10 p.m. an hour and a half earlier. I came
in last to look at the algorithmic pattern of a normal organic
election, as in and I and the other favored grassroot candidates. 

The exact ones that dared to speak about elections Candidates on
my America First Coalition group were aware firsthand that, as
a candidate, if you just wouldn’t say anything about elections,
handlers told them, “We’ll make sure you get over the finish
line.”Tina Peters with her Father

TINA PETERS: At the coffee shop, after being unlawfully
handcuffed and arrested after the DA’s investigators were in
possession of the iPad for which they had only a search warrant,
we went to trial. 

The offending cop said she thought I was [a man named] Randy.
And they also took my keys, which were not on the search
warrant. I was found guilty based on my chief deputy's and her
sister’s testimony that she had “asked me to record”. She had also
already taken a proffer (agreement with the DA) to testify against
me at the upcoming felony trial.

Tina Peters' 95-year-old mother experienced harassment from DA
investigators the day after her father died.

My 95-year-old mother a month ago. She is my biggest fan
and the last of my family who supports and loves me.

Algorithmic pattern - SEE PAGE 42 to 47
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Many other violations of my rights and the lack of presumption
of innocence until proven guilty according to our Constitution. I
was denied the opportunity to travel to Dallas to be the keynote
speaker at the Women for Liberty conference, where I was going
to be presented with the Patriot Award. Then, at the big event of
August 22, 2022, the date of the premiere of my movie Selection
Code, I was forbidden to go because I “would be hailed as a
hero” and, according to the DA, "the most troublesome travel
request he had ever seen!”

ANIL: Considering the charges against you stem from your
efforts to expose alleged election misdeeds, do you believe
that other election officials might be silenced or intimidated
as a result?

TINA PETERS: I would hope that other election officials,
judges, DAs, sheriffs, AGs, SOS, and lawyers, instead of being
cowards and turning a blind eye, would be brave enough to
understand that God has put you in that position for a reason. It
may feel uncomfortable, but there are others who can help. I
always say, “There are more of us than there are of them. They
can’t get us all.”

ANIL: How has the legal persecution and negative publicity
affected your mental, emotional, and financial well-being,
especially considering your status as a Gold Star mother and
cancer survivor?

TINA PETERS: With all the challenges I’ve faced, a contrived
indictment of 7 felonies, 3 misdemeanors, and 2 more thrown in
for good measure, I’m more encouraged than ever. Why, may
you wonder? In 2016, I survived lung cancer; in 2017, I lost my
son; in 2018, I won the election as county clerk; and I recognized
that in 2019, the radical governor Jared Polis’ takeover of the
Western Slope would be a jewel in his crown when a Democrat
operative stuffed the ballot box outside my office to frame me.
An unsuccessful recall attempt by them with the help of the SOS-
appointed advocate and more I’m a fighter. I didn’t raise a Navy
SEAL for nothing. His blood and his DNA, though he has gone
on to be with the Lord, still run through me.

ANIL: All the challenges you've faced and the ongoing
investigations, what's next for Tina Peters? How do you see
the future of election integrity in Mesa County and across the
U.S.?

TINA PETERS: Well, I said in the beginning “Whatever God
calls you to, He’ll see you through”. I have never had a moment
of fear. I know that I tell the truth, and there is no fear because 

ANIL: As someone who had no criminal record prior to these
allegations, how have these charges and the subsequent public
response affected your legacy and reputation?

TINA PETERS: I have always believed and said many times, “If
you tell the truth, you never have to worry about what you’ve
said”. I told my chief deputy and my election manager the same.
I said, “We would have to lie to give them what they want." The
DA was able to “flip” those two women and drop the bogus
charges against them in exchange for testifying against me. Not
everyone is able to withstand the pressure these evil,
manipulative actors put on innocent people caught up in their
web. Last August and a few weeks later in September, both their
brothers who lived locally were killed by hit-and-run accidents.
Accidents? 

SEE PAGE 24

perfect love casts out all fear. I love the people of Mesa County, whom
I faithfully served during my term as clerk, and this great country. If
you don’t stand up now, I believe we have lost this country. If you see
the state of the United States and the crimes being committed by what
I believe is an unelected, selected regime intent on overthrowing our
government, you must be brave. You have to move forward. This is a
war we are in—a war against evil. Don’t you want to hear it at the
end of your life “Well done, good and faithful servant”? I do! There is
a reason we are here at this time. I have not seen my husband since
2021 until last week when God opened doors for me to see him. I
sobbed, I cried, He looks like a 90 pound Holocaust victim. After over
2 years his brother who hasn’t visit him regularly in months, who
charged my husband a $100 each time he drove the one hour drive
reacted to the knowledge that I had been there furnished to him by the
director Shantell of the VA Heros home 2. Every day, a great patriot
went there after I left to make arrangements to rescue him per his
request. This patriot and Christian man took him nutritious food and
helped him drink water. My husband had not been out of bed for over
a month and was severely dehydrated and malnourished. Upon hearing
I had been there and the brave Patriot that had been taking him
nourishment and care, we were forcefully removed by police upon my
husband brother’s demand that he have no visitors. This is evil despite
a valid POA signed by my husband revoking the brother’s illgotten
POA restoring my right to care for my husband as I had done
faithfully for the last 35 years. At the moment of this publication, my
husband is still being held captive and I am threaten by arrest if I
“trespass” in order to see him again. This is all motivated by the
brother’s and sister’s desire for money and my home. They are using
my husband’s money to pay the attorney and take my home. Next, I
will continue to fight for the nation and my family who have been so
persecuted because of my willingness to preserve election records and
expose their crimes.

ANIL: Do you perceive a political bias or influence in the way
high-profile figures, including AG Merrick Garland and
others, have handled your case? How does this reflect on the
American justice system?
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Source:  Tina Peters

TINA PETERS: In my mind it is without a doubt that Merrick Garland, his policies concerning the DOJ, FBI, CIA to punish parents speaking out
at school board meetings, many innocent Trump supporters denied due process and caught up with the obvious government planned imposters and
instigators and of course the all-out attack on anyone that calls out election interference and calls for voting machine and election process
transparency is at play here. If I had not seen him on that zoom meeting with many others including FBI I wouldn’t be as sure as I am now.
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TINA PETERS: What can you do? As grim as this all sounds, it is our reality. But all is not lost. It’s
not too late to wake up. Wake up your family and neighbors. Prepare and make a plan for emergency
needs. Ask yourself: What do I do if the store shelves are empty, the fuel pumps don’t work, and
hungry and desperate people come to your home?

I would like you to ask God how you can get involved in your community. If you can't, then give to
those that are on the frontlines fighting for you, for your freedom, for your elections, and for the
American way of life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. Know your rights. Learn and carry the
Constitution and Declaration of Independence with you. Protect it. I hope my story has inspired you
to know that you can endure much more than you know if you have God by your side.
Phillipians4:13 says “I can do all things through Christ, who strengthens me”.

If you have been moved by my story, please follow @realTinaPeters on Twitter, Truth, and
Telegram. Your support is critical, so I can continue the fight. Donate to the legal trust fund at
TinaPeters.us and watch the movie SelectionCode there. My personal needs fund is set up at
GiveSendGo.com/TinaPeters.

Pray for the jury, judge, and enemies that their eyes will be opened, they will see the truth, and they
will be set free. Right now, the 10-count felony trial is scheduled for February 2024.

I won’t give up. I won’t back down. I will continue to fight for you.

ANIL: In your opinion, what do these legal challenges suggest about the current state of democracy and election integrity in America?

TINA PETERS: For some time, we as good, Christian, family-loving, honest Americans have been sleeping, trusting our government and those we’ve elected to
fulfill their oath to represent us. Instead, we are waking up from a bad dream to see our liberties being taken away, our systems and government corrupted, and
our vote stolen. Those who don’t already know God need to do so. These are evil, well-organized, well-funded global elites that need to take America down to
fulfill their one world government, one world digital currency where you won’t be able to buy or sell freely, and more. I believe the enemy has advanced well inside
the wire. The military-aged males infiltrating across our borders with prepaid debit cards being replenished are not here to assimilate into our society. They are
here for jihad. It is my belief that it will strike when you least expect it in many places at once to bring America to her knees.

ANIL: Finally, what would you like the American people to know about your dedication to preserving the integrity of elections, and how can
they support you in these trying times?

Tina’s Husband in
2021 before they

took him from her

Tina’s Husband, When
she Saw him 2 weeks

ago in November 2023
After food and nourishment until the
VA and Police barred her from ever

seeing him again as of this Publication

Tina’s Navy SEAL son in
Afghanistan
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Source:  Tina Peters
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Source:  Tina Peters
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Source:  Tina Peters
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Source:  Tina Peters
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Source:  Tina Peters
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MESA FORENSIC
REPORTS 1REPORTS 1

FULL REPORT AVAILABLE ATFULL REPORT AVAILABLE AT
tinapeters.us/reports/tinapeters.us/reports/
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Tina Peters has filed for declaratory and injunctive relief against defendants UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA,  MERRICK B. GARLAND, Attorney General of the United States in his official
capacity, JENA GRISWOLD, Colorado Secretary of State, in her official capacity, and 
DANIEL P. RUBINSTEIN, District Attorney of the Twenty-First Judicial District, in his official
capacity, 
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MIKE JOHNSON’S SPEAKERSHIP VICTORY 
H I G H L I G H T S  

DONALD TRUMPDONALD TRUMP
CONTINUED INFLUENCE WITHIN GOP

Former President Donald Trump has once again proven his enduring influence
on the political landscape, as evidenced by the recent victory of Mike Johnson in
the Speakership race. Despite Trump's often controversial statements and
unyielding opinions, his ability to rally support among congressional
Republicans remains unparalleled.

Photo by Gage Skidmore

By Mary Gill
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Mike Johnson, a staunch conservative and respected member of the Republican Party, emerged victorious in the Speakership race,
securing the support of his colleagues and cementing his position as a key leader within the party. While Trump's play
undoubtedly played a significant role in Johnson's success.

Trump's detractors argue that his influence over the
Republican Party is indicative of a delusional
mindset, citing his unyielding confidence in his
ability to sway political outcomes. However, others
contend that Trump's understanding of the GOP's
inner workings is far from delusional. Instead, it
demonstrates a clear-eyed assessment of his hold on
congressional Republicans.

Supporters of Donald Trump argue that his
influence in shaping the political landscape is not
rooted in delusion but in his deep understanding of
the sentiments and values of the Republican base.
They assert that his support, like that of Mike
Johnson in the Speakership race, is a testament to his
ability to connect with voters and endorse
candidates who align with conservative principles.

Furthermore, Trump's critics may underestimate his
strategic acumen and political instincts. His
endorsement of Republican candidates, a proven
conservative leader, reflects his shrewd judgment of
candidates who can energize the Republican base
and champion the values that resonate with millions
of Americans.

Johnson, a staunch conservative and a vocal
supporter of Trump's policies, aligns closely with the
former President's vision for the party. This victory
underscores Trump's continued ability to rally
Republicans around candidates who share his core
values and priorities.

In his victory speech, Johnson expressed gratitude
for the support he received from his colleagues and
emphasized the need for unity within the party. 

This development has sparked discussions about the
future of the Republican Party and the role Trump
will play in shaping its direction. Some political
analysts argue that Trump's influence might be
divisive, while others believe it offers a clear
direction for the party's platform and policies.

Photo by Gage Skidmore
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Religious leaders within the Republican Party have praised Johnson's victory, emphasizing the importance of strong conservative
values and the need for a united front. 

As the dust settles after the Speakership race, Republicans find themselves at a crossroads, with Trump's influence looming large
over their decisions. The future direction of the party remains uncertain, but one thing is clear: Trump's Influence  continues to
carry significant weight among congressional Republicans, as demonstrated by Mike Johnson's victory.

Trump's enduring influence has been a double-edged sword for the Republican Party. While his popularity among a significant
portion of the party's base is undeniable, it has also sparked internal debates about the future direction of the GOP. Some
Republicans believe that embracing Trump's populist and nationalist agenda is the key to electoral success.

The recent victory of Mike Johnson, a candidate firmly aligned with Trump's agenda, signals that a significant portion of the
Republican Party continues to rally behind the former President's vision for America. Johnson's win serves as a testament to the
enduring power of Trump's influence and highlights the challenges faced by Republicans who may not fully align with Trump's
approach.

As the Republican Party navigates these uncertain waters, faith and prayer remain foundational elements guiding many members of
the party. Many Christian Republicans believe that seeking divine wisdom and discernment is crucial during this pivotal moment in
the party's history. Church leaders and congregations across the nation are fervently praying for unity and clarity within the GOP,
asking for God's guidance in their decision-making processes.

In the days and weeks ahead, Republicans will continue to grapple with the influence of Trump and the ideological divisions within
their ranks. Regardless of the path they choose, one thing is certain: the party's decisions will shape the political landscape for years
to come, making it imperative for Republicans to seek unity, understanding, and common ground as they move forward in faith
and conviction.
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Redeeming Our
Foster Care System: 
A Call to Action During National Adoption Month

In November, as the nation celebrates National Adoption
Month, it is imperative for us to address a deeply flawed
system that impacts the lives of countless children
across the country. Foster care, designed to provide a
safe haven for children in need, often falls short of its
intended purpose. During this important month, let's
come together as a community and discuss how we can
fix these issues, ensuring a brighter future for the
children involved.
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Recognizing the Flaws:

Our foster care system is burdened by challenges
such as overcrowded homes, understaffed agencies,
and insufficient resources. These issues often lead to
children moving from one placement to another,
disrupting their sense of stability and security.
Additionally, the emotional and psychological toll on
these children can be immense, impacting their
ability to form healthy relationships and hindering
their overall development.

Empathy and Compassion:

As Christians, we are called to be the hands and feet
of Jesus, especially to those who are vulnerable and
marginalized. It is our moral duty to extend love,
empathy, and compassion to these children, offering
them hope and a chance for a better life. By opening
our hearts and homes to these young souls, we can
provide them with the stability and nurturing
environment they desperately need.

The Power of Adoption:

Adoption is a divine act of love, mirroring God's adoption of us into His family. During
National Adoption Month, let's celebrate the beautiful stories of families coming
together through adoption. By adopting children from foster care, we not only
transform the lives of these children but also fulfill the Biblical mandate to care for
the orphans.
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Fixing the System:
Increased Support: Adequate funding and resources are essential to ensure that
foster care agencies have the means to support both children and families
effectively. By investing in training programs for caregivers and social workers, we
can enhance the quality of care provided.

Family Preservation: Efforts should be made to support at-risk families, addressing
the root causes of children entering the foster care system. Counseling, parenting
classes, and community support can empower parents to create a stable and
nurturing environment for their children.

Streamlined Adoption Processes: Simplifying and expediting the adoption process
can help more children find permanent, loving homes. By reducing bureaucratic
hurdles, we can ensure that children are placed in stable families sooner,
minimizing the emotional impact of long-term foster care.

Trauma-Informed Care: Training caregivers and professionals in trauma-informed
care can significantly improve the way we understand and address the emotional
needs of children who have experienced trauma. This approach emphasizes
empathy, understanding, and healing.

As we observe National Adoption Month, let us unite in prayer and action. By
advocating for change, supporting families, and opening our hearts to adoption, we
can redeem our foster care system and provide every child with the love and security
they deserve. Together, we can make a difference in the lives of these precious
children, reflecting God's boundless love and grace.
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The Biden administration's approach towards Iran has raised
concerns about the possibility of a military escalation. While
diplomacy and negotiations are essential in resolving conflicts, it
is crucial to evaluate whether the United States is preparing for
the right type of war with Iran. This article examines the current
scenario and focuses on whether the Biden administration's
strategy aligns with the potential challenges.

IRAN AND THE BIDEN ADMINISTRATION:IRAN AND THE BIDEN ADMINISTRATION:
 ASSESSING THE RISK OF
MILITARY ESCALATION

 ASSESSING THE RISK OF
MILITARY ESCALATION
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The Importance of Diplomacy:

Before analyzing the potential war with Iran, it
is essential to emphasize the significance of
diplomacy. Engaging in dialogue and
negotiations can prevent conflicts and reduce
tensions between nations. The Biden
administration's decision to rejoin the Joint
Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA) –
commonly known as the Iran nuclear deal – is a
step towards diplomatic engagement. By
reestablishing dialogue with Iran, the
administration aims to address concerns about
Iran's nuclear program and potentially avoid
military confrontation.

Assessing the Risk of Armed Conflict:

While diplomacy is crucial, understanding the
risks of an armed conflict with Iran is equally
important. Iran possesses a formidable military
capability, including ballistic missiles, a
substantial conventional force, and a network
of regional proxies. Any military escalation
could have severe consequences, including
regional instability and potential humanitarian
crises. Thus, it is vital for the Biden
administration to consider the potential costs
and risks associated with engaging in armed
conflict with Iran.

The Complexities of Proxy Warfare:

One of the major challenges the United States
faces is Iran's use of proxy forces to advance its
regional influence. Iran's support for groups
like Hezbollah in Lebanon and various militias
in Iraq, Syria, and Yemen complicates any
potential military action. Engaging in direct
conflict with Iran could trigger retaliatory
actions from these proxy forces, leading to an
extended and complex conflict. Therefore, the
Biden administration must carefully evaluate
the potential consequences of any military
action against Iran.

Photo by Gage Skidmore
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Is a military confrontation the only solution?

The main question that arises in the current scenario is whether a military confrontation is the only
solution to deal with Iran. It is evident that Iran poses a significant threat to regional stability, but
rushing into a military conflict may have unintended consequences. The previous conflicts in the
Middle East have shown that military interventions do not always lead to sustainable peace and
stability.

The Biden administration must carefully consider alternative solutions to address Iran's aggressive
behavior. Diplomacy, economic pressure, and international cooperation can play critical roles in
addressing these challenges. It is essential to explore all available options before resorting to military
action.

Economic pressure as a deterrent

Economic pressure can be an effective way to deter
Iran's aggressive actions without resorting to military
intervention. Through targeted sanctions and
international cooperation, the Biden administration
can apply pressure on Iran's economy, forcing it to
reconsider its harmful activities in the region.

Additionally, economic pressure can encourage Iran to
prioritize its economic growth and the well-being of
its citizens over its aggressive pursuits. By leveraging
economic tools, the administration can signal to Iran
that there are costs to its hostile behavior and
incentivize it to change its course.

The risks of a military approach

While military action may seem like a
tempting solution, it carries significant
risks. Engaging in a war with Iran could
result in a protracted conflict, leading to
the loss of countless lives and massive
destruction. The consequences of such a
conflict would not be limited to the region
but could reverberate globally, affecting
economies and security worldwide.

Additionally, a military confrontation may
further escalate tensions in the Middle
East and push Iran to intensify its support
for proxy groups. This could lead to
increased violence and instability in the
region, exacerbating an already volatile
situation.
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A Different Strategy: Addressing the Full Spectrum of Challenges

Rather than focusing solely on the nuclear issue, some experts argue that the Biden administration
should adopt a more comprehensive approach to dealing with Iran. This approach would involve
addressing not only Iran's nuclear program but also its regional ambitions and ballistic missile
capabilities.

To effectively address Iran's regional influence, the United States should work with its allies in the
Middle East to counter Iran's support for proxy groups. Strengthening regional alliances and
providing support to local forces that oppose Iranian influence can help deter further aggression and
limit Iran's ability to project power in the region.

In addition, the United States should continue to invest in its own military capabilities and those of
its allies to counter Iran's ballistic missile program. Developing and deploying advanced missile
defense systems can help mitigate the threat posed by Iran's growing missile arsenal.

Conclusion

The Biden administration's current approach to Iran raises valid concerns about whether they are
adequately prepared for the challenges posed by the regime. While diplomacy is a preferred option,
it is important to ensure that it addresses the full spectrum of challenges, including Iran's regional
ambitions and ballistic missile program. By adopting a more comprehensive strategy, the United
States can better safeguard its interests and those of its allies in the region. It is crucial to strike the
right balance between diplomacy and military deterrence to avoid a potentially disastrous conflict
with Iran.







I WILL BLESS THOSE WHO BLESS YOU,
AND I WILL CURSE HIM WHO CURSES YOU;

AND IN YOU ALL THE FAMILIES OF THE EARTH
SHALL BE BLESSED.

Genesis 12:3




